11 June 2021

Shoalhaven Photographic Club Inc.
Blah Blah Newsletter
Assessment Night: “Your
favourite thing”

Your 2020-2021
Committee

You all know that I have been away for the birth of a grandson
and only returned to Nowra last Sunday after escaping Covid
lockdown a week earlier in Victoria. I hadn’t expected to be
able to attend the assessment night and so had nothing
prepared. I managed to nd a couple of open category images
but I like to take up the challenge o ered by trying to create
something suitable for the set subject
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The set subject description included the word “thing”, so it had
to be a tangible object of some sort, not say a person or a
landscape or an activity. The intention, perhaps not articulated
clearly enough by me in the set subject description was to also
discourage (rather than disqualify) birds, frogs and other
animals. Granted, you could become quite attached to a
particular type of animal or plant species, or even a single
organism from that species (i.e. your pet lizard or whatever) but
these are not examples of a tangible object you can own and the
description suggested a good example would be something like
a family heirloom.
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Notwithstanding, there were several bird images, beautiful in
their own right, which, had they been in the open category
would have, I’m sure, been duly awarded.
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Our judge, Gail Fitzgerald, from Callala Bay, to her credit was
intent on upholding the ‘spirit of connection’ between
photographer and ‘favourite thing’ so that bird and other
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similar photos were not recognised as eligible for awards. Bravo Gail for being continually mindful of
every image’s adherence to the set subject criteria. I nd it frustrating when a judge fails to do this as
it undermines the e orts of those who push themselves, often outside of their comfort zones, to
work with the set subject criteria. Personally, I would have liked to hear a bit more from Gail on
those technical aspects of images that help us to learn how to be a better photographer, namely her
assessment of an images lighting, its composition and whether or not there are some aws which
could eliminated or avoided
Well done to all those who submitted images that met with Gail’s approval. Pauline Kitto evidently
read and clearly understood the thrust of the description - a family heirloom is exactly what she
submitted and it was just what Gail was looking for.

Photo of the Mont
‘Childhood Memories’ by Pauline Kitto
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From winning her rst POTM last month, she has done it again! My sincere congratulations once
again. That shows great determination
Pauline’s description is as follows: I took it on Aperture Priority which I use a lot. Settings: F8, 1/5 sec,
ISO 100 using window light
This is a well used gift from my grandparents which has sat in a cupboard for years, I was fortunate
that my mother had kept the box and gift card. A passing comment on Wednesday night has made me
think about who I could pass this onto in the family, I’d never given it any thought previously, and as
we all get older I suppose we should think more about bequeathing our treasured items so they are not
just discarded
People’s Choice was jointly awarded following a tied score, with the honours going to Elaine Donovan
and myself. If I am not mistaken this was Elaine’s rst such recognition and she deserves a hearty
congratulations from us all.

People’s Choice #
Track to Wedding Cake Rock by Elaine Donovan
Elaine recorded this image on her Canon 60 D sporting a 18-200mm zoom lens, in Av (aperture
priority mode). Aperture was f/5.6 and ISO 100 (Elaine’s usual choice). Focal length and shutter speed
are not indicated. Congratulations Elaine and well done for submitting this unusual image made with
the help of either a crystal ball or highly convex magni er. We don’t see these sorts of images very
often, lending a certain level of fascinating appeal to the image
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People’s Choice #
My Leica Q2 by Bruce William
The night before assessment night I still had no suitable image. I had tried to take an image of one
of my cameras ‘magically’ balanced on the tip of my nger but it failed to look convincing
In the end I opted to drape a small table with black cloth and place my smaller Leica Q2 camera on
it. The other camera (a Leica SL) was placed about three feet away on a tripod, looking down at the
subjects
Side lighting came from another room over the top of a partition wall as I wanted a low key image
with just enough light to show my pro le and clearly delineate my favourite thing as a camera. The
pose whereby I gaze eye-to-eye at this marvellous little camera was meant to amplify the connection
between us and I was pleased with the result.
What I wasn’t entirely happy with was the overly warm tint on my face courtesy of the halogen
ceiling light from the adjacent room. I tried to correct it with a tint adjustment but it looked worse.
I should have tried to correct the white balance in Lightroom by using the eye dropper tool to select
a grey area in the image. There’s plenty of that in my hair, Ha Ha
EXIF data: Leica SL with Vario-Elmarit 24-90 ASPH lens. 6000x4000 pixels (24MP) Focal length
70mm. Exposure 1.3sec at f/7.1. ISO 800, ash was not red

SUPER-SIZING your images NOW ALSO IN LIGHTROOM !!
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I know I mentioned this in the last newsletter, but now Adobe has built this function into
Lightroom as well. By the way, when I say Lightroom I always mean Lightroom ‘Classic’ (i.e. the
full desktop version), not the mobile phone or tablet version which I have never used. To remind
you, Photoshop has delved deeper into the realms of Arti cial Intelligence (according to the
advertising) and they have recently released updates to both Photoshop and Lightroom that use AI
to super-size images without compromising quality.
Don’t believe me, check it out here on Jimmy McIntyre’s really interesting and informative
ShutterEvolve website. Either watch a You Tube video how to or read the step by step instructions. I
have a very dear photo of Sue in the Faroe Islands that is cropped too small to make an impressive
wall sized print but I put it through the super-size algorithm and now it’s huge and with no readily
visible loss in quality
https://www.shutterevolve.com/supersize-using-super-resolution-in-photoshop/

World Press Photo Exhibition:
I now…It’s a late call but
This FREEEE exhibition runs every year at the State Library of NSW. Unfortunately it closes on
Monday 14t June. Rats!
If you happen to be going to Sydney this weekend for Vivid or whatever, change your plans to
ensure you get to see this. It never fails to disappoint. Gut wrenching, heart rending, spirit uplifting,
joyous images from around the world
Cheers, until next time…
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